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The home appliance industry is the one that is the earliest to general 
adoption of the marketing principle in China and also the top degree in the 
marketing principle. The production of consumer electronics industry in China 
still leave much gap compared with the overseas same industry. After entering 
into WTO, the home appliance industry, the inner forced to defend and the outer 
was attacked, still in the development stage of bottle-neck. The research expects 
to provide the reference with the home appliance corporations in China by 
drawing support from the analysis to the successful experience from the 
international consumer electronics industry. 
  The research adopted by documentary analysis method focus on the  
research of the successful experiences of five famous international consumer 
electronics enterprise such as Panasonic, SONY ,GE ,Samsung ,SIEMENS as per 
the production management ,the marketing management ,the investment  
management ,the personnel management and the environment management .The  
result is :In the production management, the founder of these enterprises are  
mostly gifted in invent and creating , in possession of much scientific new 
achievements ,meantime they can make full use of  the outer scientific  
research and implement the strict management on quality .In the marketing  
management, these enterprises mostly can be aware to create brand and  
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continuously optimize the production and distribution network ,form the  
distribution strategy centred on the consumer and develop the international  
market to further enlarge scale. In the personnel management, these enterprises 
continuously innovate the obsolete personnel organize, simplify the organize 
frame, transform the function of the enterprise and the leader ,appointed people  
by abilities ,meantime set up a hortatory compensation system ,long-term 
education and train system and in relation to other systems of medical treatment , 
supply for the aged and vacation. In financial management, these enterprises 
mostly peel off the edge industry and specialized in the core industry by the 
capital operation and meantime moderate financing policy. In the environment 
management, these enterprises mostly adopt the type of protecting environment 
to maintain the development balance from the inside and outside and coordinate 
with the social environment. 
  The research further provide the management conception contained in it as 
per the research result, That is: put emphasis on scientific research and technical 
development and the idea based primitively on human.  
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2002 年我国家电行业总产值为 988.64 亿元
4
，2001 年消费类电子产品工业
总产值为 3488 亿元人民币，整个电子行业总产值为 13571 亿元人民币，但
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强竞争力的一个重要砝码。Monroe P. Friedman 和 Ira M. Wasserman, 在
对老年消费者购买经验的社会调查(A Community survey of Purchase 
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